In this paper, I examine Chinese agricultural labor migrants' experiences in rural Japan. The research is based on multi-sited ethnography, mainly in Kawakami, a village located in central Japan, from July to November 2012. I go beyond the labeling of Chinese migrants as passive victims of difficult work conditions and exploitation, which pervades much of the literature on international migration, and argue that Chinese peasant workers possess an agency to negotiate, navigate, and survive in the village. The strategy they take is to contest over local institutions to build up their own "places," where they can find provisional security, a sense of relief, and mutual support. These "places" further facilitate the formation of the social networks among the workers, although this is officially repressed by the dominant society. A functioning social network plays a significant role to help workers adapt, overcome difficulties, and exercise their agency in a more effective way.
Introduction
In this paper, I examine migrant experiences and coping strategies in Kawakami, a Japanese village located in Nagano Prefecture in central Japan. I focus on the situation of Chinese "technical interns" who come to Kawakami under the Technical Internship Program 1 (TIP) with seven-month contracts. By providing 1 The Industrial Training and Technical Internship Program (Gaikokujin kenshū ginō jisshū seido; hereinafter "ITP and TIP") was initially launched as the Industrial Training Program (Gaikokujin kenshūsei seido, ITP) by the Japanese government in 1989 and put into effect the following year. In 1993, this was supplemented by a subsequent plan called the Technical voices of Chinese peasant workers, who are normally both invisible and inaudible, I aim to explore the aspirations and interpretations of their overseas experience in Kawakami.
The TIP on the surface is designated by the Japanese government as a form of humanitarian support by allowing migrants from developing countries to learn about advanced Japanese technologies. However, researchers often focus on the discrepancy between the official purpose of the program and the reality, arguing that migrant workers are in fact tacitly used as a source of cheap labor (e.g., see Arudou 2007; Clark 2005; Herbert 1996; Kamata 2008; Komai 1995; Milly 2006; Mori 1997; Sellek 2001; Shimada 1994; Tsuda 2006; Usui 2006; Weiner and Hanami 1998) . This scholarship is usually only concerned with negative aspects of the program, with emphasis placed on the lack of human and labor rights afforded to seasonal migrant workers.
More importantly, existing scholarship tends to overlook the complexity in migrant experiences and to view all workers in the program as static and passive recipients within a fixed structure. I intend to avoid this by adding the concept of "agency" when examining the roles and aspirations of Chinese workers. By so doing, I do not deny the workers' vulnerability, as there are in fact times when workers are left with limited opportunities to improve their situation. However, this should not lead us to conclude that they are merely isolated individuals at the mercy of the local community. There is still room for the workers to negotiate their position in the village. What I wish to demonstrate here is that migrant experiences are articulated in a more complex and multilayered way than hitherto discussed. I argue that "victimhood" and "agency" are not mutually exclusive categories, but workers navigate between the two. This paper first illustrates a set of frustrations experienced by Chinese laborers, including difficult working and living conditions, language barriers, and a highly monotonous life. It then sheds light on a set of "rules" imposed over the workers. Inspired by Michel Foucault (1977) , I use the concept of "discipline" to help understand these rules as well as the corresponding consequences. Discipline highlights institutionalized social stratification and regulation, which helps create and sustain social practices. By making subjects behave in conformity with the dominant power structure, its main purpose is Internship Program (Gaikokujin ginō jisshū seido, TIP) to allow "trainee" workers to acquire further skills in Japan in order to make more effective contributions to "technology transfer." ITP and TIP remained unchanged until the recent revision of the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act in July 2009, which resulted in the new TIP coming into force on 1 July 2010.
to avoid conflicts and maintain social order. I argue that disciplines, as manifest in various social rules, are designed by the local community to turn workers into docile, malleable, and exploitative bodies. To examine workers' coping strategies, I adopted John Friedmann's (2007) use of "place" and "place making." I argue that workers do not simply accept the disciplines, but establish and occupy their own places in the village to seek for information, mutual support, and a provisional sense of relief.
I chose to study a rural area because previous research has paid little attention to the impact of migrant workers at the Japanese countryside. I draw primarily on ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Kawakami from early July to late November 2012. Kawakami has a population of less than 4,800 people. 2 As the village is historically famous for lettuce plantation, Kawakami accepts around 800 Chinese workers each year. I observed and talked with Chinese workers, Japanese employers, kumiai 3 members and leaders, translators, and village officials.
I stayed near Sakudaira station in the city of Saku, Nagano Prefecture, which is the transit station between Tokyo and Kawakami. During my stay in Sakudaira, I visited Kawakami two or three times a week. This distance from my fieldwork site allowed me to maintain a neutral position, particularly between Chinese workers and their Japanese employers, and helped to avoid the danger of becoming overly involved or identifying with the interests of either side. My decision to stay in Sakudaira, however, was also due to the practical difficulty of finding accommodation in Kawakami, as the village does not have many accommodation facilities other than for migrant workers.
My frequent visits to Kawakami made me a familiar sight to most people in the village, including the Chinese workers. To deepen our relationships, I was also ready to help migrants with practical problems and assist the employers with their farm work. I taught Chinese workers Japanese and sometimes acted as their translator in daily life affairs. The way that I socialized with my informants took different forms; some of them were people I met with regularly and with whom I developed lasting friendships, but there were also spontaneous on-off encounters, chats, and scheduled interviews, which added different facets to the picture that I was building up regarding migrant lives in Kawakami.
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Migrant realities, frustrations, and tensions
Official stipulations were enacted to formalize the dispatch of Chinese migrant workers. First, China only designates state-owned enterprises with credentials issued by the Administration for Industry and Commerce, Chinese Ministry of Commerce, to recruit and dispatch workers abroad. However, in reality formal recruitment companies actively work with local private companies to recruit potential workers predominantly from the Chinese peasant population. Dependence on local companies arises from the Chinese household registration (hukou) 4 system, which created a geographic segmentation of rural and urban China and imposed a "second-class" social status on Chinese peasants that brings about a psychological distance between people with an urban and a rural hukou. To Chinese peasants, local companies constitute a far more intimate existence than do large companies in the city. Although considered "unlicensed" or "informal," they are locally viewed as trustworthy authorities, as they serve as a hub of a social networking and an easily accessible source of information in a given area (Liang 2013) .
Selected Chinese workers are primarily accepted by a local Japanese kumiai. Pairs of these workers are then allocated to a local household, where they work from April to November. The kumiai is also responsible for the administration of workers, in which a set of regulations is enacted to control the workers (see Section 3). Kumiai members serve as the intermediary between workers and their employers when conflicts arise. Workers are paid 700 yen per hour. Their total income depends on working hours, which differ with the employer's land size. Income varies from 700,000 to 1,500,000 yen for seven months' work. Workers usually have one day off per week, either on weekends or on a weekday.
Workers' daily schedules are intensive. They are required to start work at 2 a.m. This is not a requirement only for the Chinese workers; their employers start work even earlier, usually around midnight, to set up the lights on the fields. Work at night usually involves harvesting lettuces, boxing them up, and uploading them to the truck waiting to be driven away in the morning. I was told by a Japanese employer that an early start of the work was necessary to 4 The Chinese government established the hukou system first in urban areas in 1951 and expanded it to rural areas in 1955. The system was tightened in 1958 to relieve demographic pressures against the background of an escalation of peasant influxes into cities during China's rapid industrialization (Chan and Zhang 1999: 819-820) . It restricted rural-to-urban migration by dividing the population under a category of agricultural and non-agricultural households. This policy is still in place today (Wu and Treiman 2004: 364). maintain the moisture of the lettuces; if exposed to sunshine, they would soon wither.
The first break is from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. The second round of work starts from 9 a.m., lasting until 12 noon. Maintenance work, such as cleaning up the fields and removing weeds, is usually undertaken during this time. The second break is from 12 noon to 2 p.m. During the break, workers are driven back to take a nap in their room. The last round of work starts after lunch at 2 p.m. Work content may include planting lettuce seedlings from the greenhouse. The whole day's work is finished at 5 p.m.
After that the workers are brought back to their accommodation, which is usually located next door to their employer's house. Accommodations are simply constructed buildings which are usually shared by two workers and provide them with limited space for the combined purposes of sleeping, cooking, eating, and entertainment (if there is any). Adjacent to the shelter is a simple toilet and shower room which is used only by the two workers. Despite the closeness of their accommodation to the home of their Japanese employer, the workers live independently. During the fieldwork, it was observed that the workers had very little interaction with their employers outside work.
Struggling over work
Work in Kawakami village is characterized by highly intensive manual labor. This is at times beyond workers' ability to cope, as it diverges from their previous experience and understanding of agricultural work in Japan, both physically and psychologically, not to mention the repetitiveness and continuity of this work. Liang, 5 a worker from Sichuan Province, relates:
I now count how many days are left every day, and there are still another 98 to go. I have to upload a thousand boxes of lettuce each day. My sweat drips down when I am working. This is echoed by Xia (from Sichuan Prefecture), who had formerly worked for one year in Singapore:
Work in Singapore was not as hard as here. I only worked 8 hours a day, very regular. The pay was less than here though. Most of us have severe back pain because we have to bend down all the time during work.
The lives of Chinese peasant workers are shaped by the way that workers choose to negotiate and redefine the meaning of their migrant experience. In my fieldwork, I observed that most workers tend to face up to this hardship. This however does not simply lead to the conclusion that workers are victims who are deprived of their agency. Rather, it demonstrates their own decisions as they enter a work field with an understanding of the consequences of their involvement. It is the workers' own will to embrace the hardships, most likely due to the financial incentives. Very early working time and long working hours bring a higher salary, as workers are paid hourly and are given an extra 25 % for night work (10 p.m. to 5 a.m.).
Although most workers found themselves irresistibly drawn to the prospect of earning a higher income, there were exceptions. My fieldwork also uncovered cases in which workers tried to redefine their working lives by adhering to a more balanced life between work and leisure. I quote Qian, a married worker from Sichuan Province:
I don't accept it if they ask me to get up and start working at 1 or 2 a.m., because I can't take it. I will tell them I can't get up by making a gesture of sleeping. To tell you the truth, I have never started working as early as the other people. At first, they would still insist on getting me to start work in the very early hours, but after finding that it didn't work they had to give it up. Now I start working at 4 a.m. They may not be happy with this, but I don't care. You can't ask me to work for two.
This shows that there is room to negotiate working hours. My fieldwork shows workers' way of both embracing as well as negotiating norms. How workers act in the face of hard working conditions depends on how they prioritize their goals for working overseas.
It is important to note that, although agricultural work in Kawakami is characterized by tedious and demanding labor, this is not to say that workers are exploited and have to do all the 3D (dangerous, difficult, and dirty) work local residents are unwilling to do. This is still the predominant view in the existing literature on labor migration (e.g., Anderson 2010; Misra 2007; Stahl 1999; Taran and Geronimi 2002; Wrench et al. 1999) . My case study of Kawakami reveals a fairer picture of intensive farm work experienced simultaneously by workers and their employers. Instead of blaming Japanese employers for overwhelming them with heavy work, Chinese workers at times recount them with a sense of respect.
As Liao (from Heilongjiang Province) emphasizes, "the Japanese are used to hard work. Even very old people are still working." Another worker, Hu (also from Heilongjiang) told me:
They work in a way as if they will never feel tired. But after a while I came to know that it is only because they just don't show it in front of other people. One day I saw my boss sleeping over the boxes during his work.
The Chinese workers also expressed their admiration for the meticulousness of their employers. Yun (Jilin Province) said, I haven't worked like this before. My family in China plants corns. What we do is to simply throw the seeds randomly on the ground and then leave for work in the city. Here the Japanese are just too meticulous! They have to cultivate seeds first in the greenhouse until they grow up as seedlings. They will then plant the seedlings in the ground. The soil must be covered by large plastic sheets in order to keep the seedlings warm and prevent weeds from growing. You can't copy their way of planting in China. We can't afford this because it takes longer time, requires more attention, and costs lots of money on the machines!
Deficient language skills
The working lives of Chinese peasant workers also illustrate a correlation between their deficient language skills and the experience of extra tensions during work. Verbal communication between the workers and their employers is limited to giving instructions on work. When talking, Japanese employers usually use key words instead of full sentences. They may occasionally bring in an electronic dictionary or a whiteboard in case the workers cannot capture their meaning properly. Dan (from Sichuan Province) told me: I almost feel I am a deaf here. I am so depressed when I cannot speak up my thoughts and cannot understand what my boss just said to me. I really should have learnt Japanese harder when I was in China. I can see that sometimes my boss is trying to chat with me, but he has to give it up after getting no feedback.
I observed that ineffective communications frequently irritated the employers, giving rise to continuous tensions. Miao, a worker from Heilongjiang, said:
My boss shouts at me every morning at work. All his speaking sounds like blah blah blah to me except for the word baka [idiot], which I have to hear many times a day. But I don't even know what's wrong with me. I can't ask for the reason because I don't know how. I can only pretend not to hear it, just making no reactions. He will have to stop by himself after getting no response from me.
My ethnography also shows cases where workers knew they were being unfairly criticized, but did not know how to defend themselves. One of my key informants, Wang (see next section), in our first few meetings kept complaining about the suspiciousness of his employer. His boss might suddenly touch his pockets during work to check whether he had stolen anything, sneak in his workplace to see whether he was being lazy, or blame him for something he had never done. One day he recounted an incident he called "the most irritating thing." The whole conflict was aroused by his act of pouring out a bowl of water containing nutrient that was supposed to be used to cultivate seedlings. He explained he did this because he thought after having bathed under the sun for a long time the water was too hot for this purpose. Thus, his intention was to throw away the hot water and add more cold water. However, this act was wrongly interpreted by his employer as a way of sabotage. "It's terrible to be misunderstood, but it's even more terrible when you can't speak up your ideas and defend yourself," Wang added.
These instances say much about how demanding Japanese employers can be on a daily basis -about how they push their workers to the edge, making them helpless and hopeless in frustration. The situation is further compounded by workers' poor language skills that make any proper way of responding virtually impossible. Barely left with any resource of negotiating they have to deploy silence or smiles to try to de-escalate the situation. Language is not only a tool for oppression in the context of acculturation or assimilation, but, more importantly, it is a tool for survival. Migrants with good local language skills can perform better at work and will find it easier to participate in the daily round of community life, thus making them less "invisible" to the mainstream (Dale et al. 2001: 103) .
On the other hand, the language barrier can also lead to disappointment and frustration on the part of the Japanese employers. A remark given by one interviewee, Ide-san, further illustrates this point:
It's a pity that we cannot understand each other. We work together every day for more than half a year. Work would be done in a better way if we could communicate with each other, and we might even become close friends. Things are particularly tough for us at the beginning. Everything goes so slowly. It's so frustrating sometimes because no matter how hard we tried to explain, the workers still wouldn't get it. But things are getting better as time goes by. I know some workers on three-year contracts and they speak pretty good Japanese and work very well. So the only thing we expect from the Japanese government is to let the workers stay longer.
This voice shows that Japanese employers, too, have their grievances. They have to accept time loss due to repeated instructions during work. More importantly, they have to put up with mistakes and insufficiencies by their workers due to the language barrier and the workers' unfamiliarity with agricultural work in Kawakami. This frequently led to sentiments of impatience, anger, irri-tation, and finally resignation, when seeing no prospect of getting any form of feedbacks from their workers.
In fact, the temporary nature of the stay affects the workers' attitude toward language learning when they receive Japanese language training before being dispatched. The thought that seven months will soon pass and language learning is not that important proves to be naïve after their arrival. Some Chinese workers asked me to teach them Japanese, in order to be able to better communicate with their employers and lead a less boring life in rural Japan.
Chinese workers showed their aspirations, concerns, and interpretations in a vacillating way. I found that workers are inclined to emphasize a particular set of problems within a particular point in time, and their priority is likely to shift over the period of their stay in Kawakami. I observed that complaints about work are mostly heard shortly after the arrival of the workers, since this is the period when they have to confront the highest degree of unfamiliarity with a new working life. As they stay longer and become more familiar with their work, other problems become more central. One of them is the monotony of the countryside.
A monotonous life
Chinese laborers' lives in Kawakami are highly monotonous and repetitive, with very limited opportunities for entertainment. As one of my informants, Yue (Liaoning Province), once said, All we can do here is get up to work, then come back, then sleep, then wake up and go again. It's like eating the same food every day for half a year! One day when I was waiting for the train back to Sakudaira after my fieldwork, I saw a worker aimlessly wandering around the platform of the Japan Rail (JR) station of Kawakami. It turned out that his name was Wang, married, 29 years old. Wang was from Jilin Province. He arrived in Japan in April 2012, and had been in Kawakami for about two months at the time I first saw him. He told me that he came here every day after dinner, and because of that he knew every corner of the station. I was surprised when I heard him speak of the precise departure time of my train (20:37). When asking him about the reason for his habit, he explained to me: Look, there is nothing to do after work in this place. Here all you can see is just mountains and lettuce fields. It's so quiet and boring …. I didn't live this way in my hometown, also a small village, [but] we got a lot of places for fun. We have places for Karaoke, Mah-jong, etc., and there are also many teahouses and bars. I thought Japan was a better
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place, very modern, very beautiful, definitely not like this …. I am dying here. If I have a second chance to come, I will definitely choose some urban area.
Walking around the station after work had gradually developed into a routine for Wang in Kawakami. His story speaks volumes of the isolated, dull, and lonely rural life experienced by most Chinese workers. I also recall an encounter with Cheng, another of my informants from Sichuan Province, one day in September in the streets of Kawakami. He told me he had worked in many countries including Singapore, South Africa, Russia, and Korea, but none of them was as boring as Japan. He asked me whether I could take him out after the completion of his work in the field in November. He said; I once found a Karaoke restaurant in the village, but the owner wouldn't allow me in. I'm really good at Karaoke, but I can't do it here. Oh, I miss it so much, I think there must be a lot of places for Karaoke in Saku[daira].
Chinese peasant workers find themselves confronted by the realities of a remote countryside life with few opportunities to enjoy after-hours. The workers are restricted to a narrower space and provided with more limited forms of cultural expressivity than during their pre-migration lives in China. One likely reason for this is the dull rural Japanese lifestyle as such. However, we can also see this as a direct consequence of all forms of "rules" imposed on workers, which reduce channels for entertainment to watching DVDs or Chinese TV shows and drama serials at lunch breaks or at night, or drinking and card-game gambling.
Rules, restrictions, and power
Initially, I experienced invariable difficulties in finding and interacting with Chinese workers recurrently on sites such as roads, streets, the working fields, or the workers' accommodations. It was not until I coincidently went into a local supermarket called Nana's (see next section) that I managed to capture a completely different scene. There I first saw a sizable number of workers gathering together, chatting, gossiping, teasing, and bantering in Chinese at every corner of the supermarket. They seemed to chat comfortably, vibrantly, and without any restraint. The Chinese workers gathering here were far more visible and audible than those in most parts of the village. It was also one of the places in which I felt most free to talk to the workers. It did not take long before I started to ask them about why they felt so tense in other places.
My conversation with Le (Sichuan Province) was most revealing in this regard. He mentioned the existence of different kumiai in the village, each ac-cepting Chinese workers from different areas of China via disparate routes. Each kumiai stipulates their own set of rules to administrate the workers. These include regulations such as the following: workers are not allowed to gather together in public areas of the village; workers are not allowed to go outside the village without special permission; seven-month contract workers are not given their salary on a monthly basis, but are provided living allowance subsidized from their salary, while the remaining amount is paid in a lump sum at the airport on the day of their departure; seven-month contract workers are not allowed to use mobile phones. Most kumiai also prohibit seven-month contract workers from using the Internet. There are even kumiai which do not allow workers to cycle in the village. The official explanation for this is to minimize the occurrence of traffic accidents.
Chinese peasant migrants subject to these rules are deprived of personal freedom and experience a high degree of stress and depression during and after their work. Michel Foucault's work Discipline and Punish (1977) is instructive in this regard. Foucault considers "discipline" as a technology of power that can be found in places such as schools, hospitals, and military barracks. Disciplines help to create "docile bodies" each of which functions as a contributing member of society. However, such "docile bodies" can only be constructed under constant observations and supervisions that subject individuality within the bodies to strict control and ensure that the bodies follow the rules and act in correct forms.
In the case of Chinese migrant workers in Kawakami, rules created by kumiai members are disciplines enacted on Chinese workers, which aim to suppress their individuality and turn them into docile, malleable, and exploitative bodies. For example, prohibition on the uses of mobile phones and the Internet are intended to repress the formation of a spontaneous social network among the workers. This measure prevents the workers from exchanging information, forming their own defensive power against the dominant group. To guarantee a smooth internalization of the disciplines, workers are also placed under constant monitoring and guidance by local residents. This explains their reluctance to appear in groups and their "docility" on the roads, streets, around their shelters, and on the fields -places where constant surveillance takes place.
However, it is important to note that all forms of disciplines imposed on the Chinese workers tend to loosen as workers stay longer in the village. My fieldwork demonstrates that these disciplines are at their strictest soon after the workers' arrivals in April; this may last until the busy season on farms is over, around late September. On the contrary, disciplines are at their loosest when the workers have finished most of their work on the farms in October. This is especially the case when workers are preparing for leaving from late October to early November. In this period crowds of workers can easily be spotted everywhere around the village instead of being confined to specific areas. The changing picture indicates an indefinite nature of the disciplines, implying that they only serve temporary purposes in Kawakami. This is also testified to by the shifting trust relationship between the Chinese workers and their employers. We may assume that disciplines are lessened when workers' behaviors do not bear direct impact on agricultural work, and when the two groups both have a better knowledge of each other. An alternative explanation could be that this is a result of the workers' agency in negotiating a gradual weakening of restrictions due to slow testing of limits. It is however important to note that public grouping is the only restriction workers seem to breakother disciplines such as salary payment, moving outside the village, and access to mobiles remain in place.
Place making in Kawakami
There has been a tradition especially in humanistic geography to distinguish the theory of space from that of place. Place has been recognized as more than an area, region, or location -it has meaning. Space can turn into place through long-term involvement in the particular locale in which people experience and develop affective bonds (Ma and Xiang 1998: 550) . Space is shaped by external forces and is rootless, while place is closely attached to human agency and is rooted. Moreover, social and moral meanings can be constantly produced within a space (Agnew 2011: 322) . Here, I agree with the argument that place can foster a sense of "peoplehood" and "otherness." However, I doubt on the dichotomous way of dividing place and space.
I adopt John Friedmann's (2007) use of "place" and "place making" as an entry point to understand the lives of Chinese migrant workers in Kawakami. Friedmann considers places as "small spaces" of a city. He gives seven criteria that help define "place making," the first five of which are applicable to the present study. First, place is not granted by authority. Places are not fixed, but are subject to a social process of continuous contestation over material space. Second, places center on local institutions, where observable patterns and rhythms of everyday life, as well as encounters, are performed. They may include markets or parks, temples, government offices, houses, pubs, and tearooms, etc. Third, these places are not permanent but go through changes over time. Fourth, places serve as a source of comfort, providing people with stability and security as well as a means of dealing with emergencies. Fifth, there is an illusory aspect of the nature of these places, as they are subject to visible external systems of the authorities.
The place making of the Chinese workers in Kawakami is seen when they frequently make their presence felt in material spaces. One of them is Nana's, the major shopping facility for local residents and the Chinese migrant workers alike. Throughout my fieldwork, I observed numerous comings and goings of workers in this supermarket. After I became more familiar with the rhythms of Nana's, I learned that its busiest time was after 6 p.m. every day when workers finished work and came here to shop. At the same time this was also an opportunity to find fellow workers and friends to socialize with, which to many appeared to be far more important than the shopping itself.
During the weekends, Nana's was filled with a larger number of workers all day long, chatting and bantering loudly in Chinese. Some workers even came here on a daily basis to kill after-work time. Workers established their own "place" in Nana's by continuous and frequent gatherings and highly visible exhibition of Chinese identities. This, however, did not get workers into any observable trouble. Acting as one of the most indispensable local institutions to people's daily lives, Nana's served as a perfect "camouflage," because the workers could pretend they were "merely" shopping when they were actually socializing with fellow workers.
In fact, this way of socialization was tacitly tolerated by the local residents. Barry Schwartz (1973: 18) observes that "every social organization exhibits structural features which both guarantee the regular performance of duties and insure release from such performances." Following this line of thought, we may consider that workers are not able to be involved in trouble as long as they do not breach rules publicly. Performance of duties and coexistence would be unbearable if people were not allowed to occasionally renounce their consciousness of them, and because of this people have to be provided with chances to recuperate outside the work setting in more inexplicit ways (Steger 2003: 182) . Most of the workers' encounters, interactions, and socializations took place in Nana's, and as a result the supermarket ended up serving as the hub of social networking among the workers. In this way, it acted as one of the most significant "places" established by the workers in Kawakami.
Another "place" of importance was the JR station. Located at the frontier of the village, it connects Kawakami with the outside world. Gatherings at the station consisted mainly of workers whose accommodations were not far afield. This station was the place where I had to take the train back to Sakudaira when I finished my fieldwork of the day. Many times when I waited for my train, I could encounter groups of Chinese workers sitting on the bench placed outside the station, or wandering around.
Although it was less risk to establish a "place" around the station, located as it was apart from most parts of the residential area, it hosted a smaller number of encounters and gatherings of the workers as compared to Nana's, as the latter is situated at a much more central location of the village and enjoys closer connections with people's daily lives.
A third option for "place making" were workers' accommodations situated at some distance from the employers. As mentioned above, most of the workers stayed in accommodations adjacent to the house of their employers. This geographical closeness blurs the line between private and public. However, I later found out that there were also accommodations that were not in direct proximity of the employer's house. Accommodations like these provided the workers with more autonomy and freedom and brought about a space of privacy. In addition to chatting, workers here took part in activities such as drinking, playing cards, and even gambling.
Although workers are not allowed to gather in public, these disciplining measures do not completely hamper the formation of social networks. By gathering privately at their own "places," the workers exchange information, gossip and complain about their tough migrant lives, and seek out support from one another. Social networking and gatherings help them tremendously in adapting to the highly monotonous and repressive rural life. The significance of social networking further lies in its influence on the agency exercised by the workers toward hardships. I recall one of my participations in a group gathering at a worker's shelter. The following conversation I heard there is particularly illuminating in this regard:
Lu: My employer is so grumpy of late. He always shouts at me, saying something I cannot understand. I don't know what's going on and what's wrong with me. Now, I am even scared of seeing his face. Song: Don't be such a coward, brother! You know why he treats you like this?
He must have thought that you are stupid because you never fight! He wouldn't dare to treat me like this if I were you. You know what I will do? I will shout back at him all the more loudly! This conversation exemplifies how social networks affect the daily lives of the Chinese workers and produce an impact on their agency. Ivan Light (1979 Light ( , 1984 sees the nature of the migrant groups as "ethnic enterprise." He argues that this very experience, including the entrepreneurial heritage (values and attitudes of migrants), a multiplex of social networks, and the presence of under-employed and disadvantaged co-ethnic workers, would become a resource for members of the community, which may, in turn, lead to reactive solidarity. The "places" established by the Chinese workers allow this sense of "ethnic enterprises" to exist and contribute to a higher degree of tolerance toward hardships and solidarity.
In his co-edited book on The Chinese Diaspora, Lawrence J. C. Ma (2003: 3) writes of the importance of social capital, which is referred to as networks of relationships. Ma argues that these relationships are convertible and may be translated into other forms of capital, particularly financial capital. My ethnography exhibits cases when workers make full use of this social capital to procure financial benefits, reflected in their efforts to bargain on working hours, living conditions, and welfare. Although some of these bargains may fail, it is possible for workers to establish a personal mental "place," in which they can exercise their agency for acquiring relatively better working and living circumstances. Xiao, a young Chinese worker of Sichuan province, once confessed:
My roommate and I worked very hard in August. Then I told him that we couldn't work the same way in September, otherwise we wouldn't be able to work overtime (the salary for overtime work is 25 percent higher than usual). I can see that my boss sensed this change in us, but he didn't say anything. That's because we work very well, and they need us.
Working with less than one's full effort is perhaps the most commonly used strategy. The purpose is to raise the number of work hours or overtime work. As could be seen from Xiao's case, care is taken to fulfill the employers' minimum expectations. Workers also frequently exchange information and compare each other's welfare and living conditions. Those who seem to have received less privileged treatment commonly seek for an improvement, e.g., a deduction on rent and utility fees, gifts such as rubber gloves and working clothes, as well as trips to hot springs or other tourist resorts. Such requests -whether they are granted or not -would be impossible without previous information exchanges at the workers' own "places" in Kawakami.
Conclusion
This paper has focused on short-term Chinese "technical interns" in Kawakami village. By examining the workers' points of view, it highlights migrant realities as well as the agency of the workers in negotiating, navigating, and living with these realities.
The nature of agricultural work in Kawakami and the work ethics of Japanese villagers mean that the workers have to engage in highly labor-intensive work characterized by early start times and long working hours. On one hand, this guarantees a better pay in return, as their labor is calculated on an hourly basis. On the other hand, it frustrates the workers to an extent that sometimes goes beyond their abilities to cope. What I have suggested here is that difficult work conditions are not simply reflective of a politics of victimization, but that there is room for workers' agency: in consciously choosing the challenging work, or finding ways to avoid it.
However, the workers are barely left with any possible way to release their stress after work. They are frustrated by a highly monotonous life and the lack of entertainment and fun. This paper has identified a set of rules enacted by the host society to exert control over the workers. Restrictions on using mobile phones and the Internet and on public gatherings are aimed at suppressing the formation of social networks among the workers. Likewise, prohibition on cycling, leaving the village without special permission, as well as the practice of lump-sum instead of monthly payment are intended to control the free movement of the workers and prevent anticipated escapes. The imposition of these rules creates disciplines aiming to turn the Chinese workers into "docile" and malleable beings without individuality. Constant surveillance is undertaken by local residents to guarantee an internalization of the disciplines. As a result, the workers are forced to remain "invisible" on farms, streets, and roads.
Due to the dominant nature of the host society, it becomes virtually impossible for the Chinese workers to completely subvert the hardships and restrictions they are confronted with. Their strategy instead is to contest over local institutions to build up their own "places," where they can find provisional security, a sense of relief, and mutual support. Nana's, the JR station, and some more remote accommodations perform such a function. Chinese workers are able to gather together in these places without the anxiety of getting into trouble. This is because the "places" are local institutions indispensable to people's daily lives, as in the case of Nana's, or are located beyond the sight of the local residents, as with the station. The workers' own "places" further facilitate the formation of social networks, despite the fact that networking is officially repressed by the host society. A functioning social network plays a significant role in helping the workers to adapt, overcome difficulties, and better exercise their agency.
